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Welcome to Nottdance 2015. Nottingham’s own biennial international dance and
performance festival that continues to platform artists exploring new territories in
dance and choreography.
This festival shines a light on the importance of our place, our history, our bodies and
our own dancing. So much of what excites me and the Dance4 team is seeing work
from artists that makes you feel connected to your memories and your body and
prompts you to think ‘what is dance?’ and ‘who is dancing?’
Launching this festival we see the return of a Nottdance favourite, Rosemary Butcher,
known to many across the world as a leading choreographic voice in the UK since
the 1970’s. I’ve been working closely with Rosemary to curate past and current works
in the festival that begin a long-term relationship between Rosemary, Dance4 and
Nottingham.

Dance4 is an international
centre for the development of
21st century dance. In addition
to Nottdance festival, Dance4
provides an ongoing dance
development offer across the
East Midlands and works with
a range of cultural partners to
create exciting opportunities for
people from all walks of life to
experience and engage in the
richness of dance.

In preparing for this festival we’ve continued to find new choreographic voices in the
UK and we’re thrilled that this festival celebrates some wonderful work from UK artists
alongside their international peers from Belgium, Canada, Germany and elsewhere.
We’ve also sought to increase the presence of established and younger female
makers in this festival honouring the richness of their voice in 21st century dance
making.
At Dance4 we feel that this festival is Nottingham through and through. It’s hard to
imagine Nottdance being able to happen anywhere else. You’ll find the festival in
our world-class venues, our wonderful public spaces and in the hidden nooks and
crannies of our historic city. Nottingham is known throughout the world for its
world-class institutions and its radical past, but for many it is known for being a UK
city at the forefront of creating and presenting new artistic perspectives.

You Make Us Dance.
Text ‘NOTT15 £5’
(or whatever you can
give) to support
Dance4 and make a
difference today.

So whether you’re a Nottdance junky or haven’t been to the festival before, join us for
drinks at the Malt Cross our festival bar, and come and see some extraordinary work
from some truly exciting artists.
Let’s make Nottdance 2015 a festival to remember.
Paul Russ
Artistic Director
Nottdance / Dance4
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FESTIVAL HUB

ROSEMARY BUTCHER (UK)
PERFORMANCE DOUBLE BILL
SECRETS OF THE OPEN SEA / TEST
PIECES
A double bill featuring a film
installation, Secrets of the
Open Sea, and a performance,
The Test Pieces, as part of an
investigation of memory in relation
to the present and future.

DANCE AT HOME EXHIBITION
JANE MASON & DAVID SEVERN
(UK)
A Dance At Home Exhibition opens
a door to the experiences of the
Dance4 Commission Collective,
whilst being led through a
creative process by dancer and
choreographer Jane Mason. Jane is
currently working with the Collective
to devise three self-hosted
performances in their homes and
on their streets.

MALT CROSS
FESTIVAL HUB
We are delighted to announce that
the Nottdance Festival hub will be
Malt Cross café bar throughout the
11 festival days. Serving an inspiring
selection of locally sourced
home-made food and drinks, this
much-loved café bar is a place
where relationships and community
are built.

Guests in this home-from-home
exhibition are invited to watch,
look and listen to recorded
reflections and explore
documented imagery from the
process by local award-winning
photographer David Severn.
THURS 5 – SUN 15 MARCH
11am-11pm
MALT CROSS
FREE
Suitable for all

This is the festival information point,
where you will find festival artists, the
Dance4 team and daily Nottdance
news, along with exhibitions, live
music, DJ sets and surprising events
programmed throughout the festival
period. Come and say hello, have a
drink, tell us about the shows you’ve
seen and maybe even have a
dance.

HOW TO BOOK YOUR TICKETS
It couldn’t be easier.

Secrets of the Open Sea is a
pivotal film installation from archive
series ‘Language as Source’. A
three-screen video installation
creates a sculptural and immersive
experience around the concept
‘desolation of things past and
decayed’. References to and from
the past remain integral to the work
which functions as an active
‘searching’ for ‘lost legacies’ that
the spectator engages in. The
archive installation integrates
recordings of creative processes
and in particular deals with
development of language used
in now-archived work.
This
is further
illustrated
in
NOTT
THE CLOSING
PARTY
Rosemary’s
new live gallery work
3 MINUTE WONDERS

Test Pieces, involving four dancers,
negotiating
a form
revealed
Join the Dance4
team,
our through
working with
a specific
site, to
Nottdance
artists
and friends
thematically
thefestival
connection
celebrate anlinking
amazing
with
to
Rosemary’s
history
of
the a little
plenty of music and dancing,
‘Judson
Dance
Movement’.
Inspired
to
drink and
much
fun!
by the perception of form in ruins,
the
work isour
anNottdance
active enquiry
intohub
We bring
Festival
what
a ‘looking
at the
to
life remains,
with artists
from around
something
that as
hasthey
its root
city and globe
show the best
elsewhere’,
in
a
process
they have to offer in - youofguessed
choreographic
notation
that shifts
it - 3 minutes! From
the beautiful
and
forward
backwards
in time.
kitsch
toand
the weird
and wonderful,
we’d love to see it all. Come and
FRI
6 part,
MARCH
take
tell 5pm
us about your
plus post-show discussion
choreographic
wonder in 100 words
SAT
7 MARCH
12.30pm
or less
and we’ll
give you a 3 minute
NOTTINGHAM
CONTEMPORARY
stage.
Tickets: £10
(£8 Concessions)
Contact:
stuart@dance4.co.uk
Duration: 1hr 15
Suitable
for all.9pm
SAT 14 MARCH
MALT CROSS
FREE
Suitable for 18+

For the latest
deals and special
offers on tickets,
accommodation,
food and more,
go to the website
www.dance4.co.uk
or download
the Dance4 app

Photo: David Severn

Interior image The Malt Cross
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BOOK YOUR TICKETS at
www.dance4.co.uk or call
the festival box office at
Nottingham Playhouse
on 0115 9419419. You can also
download the free Dance4 app
from your smartphone
(Apps Store or Google Play)
to book tickets, get the latest news
and access to
interviews, trailers
and more.

1

Nottingham Playhouse

2

Malt Cross

3

Nottingham Lakeside Arts

4

Park Plaza Hotel

5

College Street Centre

6

Theatre Royal Concert Hall

7

World Service Restaurant

8

The Space, Nottingham Contemporary

9

Bohunk Institute

10

Backlit Gallery

11

Sneinton Market

12

Train Station

13

Old Chemistry Theatre

14

intu Broadmarsh Shopping Centre

15

Surface Gallery

Wellington Circus, NG1 5AF

St James’s Street, NG1 6FG

University of Nottingham
University Park, NG7 7LL

41 Maid Marion Way, NG1 6DG

College Street, NG1 5AQ

South Sherwood Street, NG1 5ND

Castle Gage, NG1 6AF

Weekday Cross, NG1 2GB

Fishergate Point, NG1 1GD

First Floor, Alfred House, Ashley Street, NG3 1JG

Newton & Arkwright Building
Nottingham Trent University
Goldsmith Street, NG1 5LT

Lister Gate, NG1 7LL

16 Southwell Road, NG1 1D

For the latest
deals and special
offers on tickets,
accommodation,
food and more,
go to the website
www.dance4.co.uk
or download
the Dance4 app

Venue map: Tom Partridge
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IN CONVERSATION WITH
ROSEMARY BUTCHER
Investigating the archive of
contemporary practice,
Rosemary will be joined by
fellow dance artists to explore
choreographic archives in
relation to present and future.
SAT 7 MARCH 4pm

ROSEMARY BUTCHER (UK)
MEMORY IN THE PRESENT TENSE:
ROSEMARY BUTCHER AT WORK
1976 – PRESENT, AN EXHIBITION
The archive exhibition integrates
recordings of creative processes
and in particular deals with
development of language used in
now-archived work. This is further
illustrated in the current live work
Test Pieces. This exhibition includes
conversations with dancers, edited
into a collision of ideas over several
decades. New recordings of
conversations with dancers and new
films are juxtaposed with a careful
selection of archive video material.
5-15 MARCH
MON- THURS 12-5pm
FRI–SUN 10am-6pm
BOHUNK INSTITUTE
FREE
Suitable for all
Part of the exhibition has limited
access – please email
emma@dance4.co.uk
for further detail and advice.

The second talk will have a
particular focus on approaches to
making work. Joining Rosemary
in conversation will be Matthew
Chesney, Backlit Director and
members from Nottingham’s
original Midland Group.
SAT 14 MARCH 4pm
BOHUNK INSTITUTE
FREE – Booking required,
limited availabiliy
DURATION: 1hr
Suitable for all

ROSEMARY BUTCHER (UK)
PERFORMANCE DOUBLE BILL
SECRETS OF THE OPEN SEA / TEST
PIECES
A double bill featuring a film
installation, Secrets of the
Open Sea, and a performance,
Test Pieces, as part of an
investigation of memory in relation
to the present and future.
Secrets of the Open Sea is a
pivotal film installation from archive
series Language as Source. A
three-screen video installation
creates a sculptural and immersive
experience around the concept
‘desolation of things past and
decayed’. References to and from
the past remain integral to the work
which functions as an active
‘searching’ for ‘lost legacies’ that
the spectator engages in. The
archive installation integrates
recordings of creative processes
and in particular deals with
development of language used
in now-archived work.
This is further illustrated in
Rosemary’s new live gallery work
Test Pieces, involving four dancers,
negotiating a form revealed through
working with a specific site,
thematically linking the connection
to Rosemary’s history of the
‘Judson Dance Movement’. Inspired
by the perception of form in ruins,
the work is an active enquiry into
what remains, a ‘looking at
something that has its root
elsewhere’, in a process of
choreographic notation that shifts
forward and backwards in time.
FRI 6 MARCH 5pm
plus post-show discussion
SAT 7 MARCH 12.30pm
NOTTINGHAM CONTEMPORARY
TICKETS: £10 (£8 Concessions)
DURATION: 1hr 15mins
Suitable for all

Photo: Sam Williams; Secrets of the Open Sea / Test Pieces / Memory in the Present Tense by Rosemary Butcher
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Photo: Paul Blakemore

VERITY STANDEN (UK)
IN ASSOCIATION WITH
TOBACCO FACTORY THEATRES
MMM HMMM
A new piece of a capella
song theatre
A playful, poignant musical
journey shaped by three
exceptional female voices jumping
between sound worlds and
lyrical styles.
With dancing tongues and vocal
acrobatics, Mmm Hmmm explores
the physical impact of demanding
voice work. Using intricate vocal
techniques and rich harmony shot through with lively movement
choreographed by Dan Canham
- Mmm Hmmm holds a magnifying
glass up to snapshots of everyday
life: one moment a fragile apology,
the next a perilous trip to the First
Great Western buffet car…
Verity Standen’s original
a cappella songs evoke the
awkward, heartrending and
hilarious moments that characterise
what it means to be human.
THURS 5 MARCH 9pm
plus post-show discussion
NOTTINGHAM LAKESIDE ARTS
TICKETS: £12 (£9 concessions
£6 restricted view)
DURATION: 55 mins
Suitable for 12+

ULTIMA VEZ & ORIGIN
PROFESIONAL WORKSHOP:
WHAT THE BODY
DOES NOT REMEMBER

ULTIMA VEZ (BELGIUM)
WHAT THE BODY DOES
NOT REMEMBER
(WIM VANDEKEYBUS)

What the Body Does Not Remember
workshop will be led by Eduardo
Torroja cast member and Assistant
Director from the original
production, alongside a current
cast member. The workshop will
introduce Ultima Vez and the work,
include a full technical warm up,
repertoire and creative tasks before
concluding with a warm down.
Participants will have an
opportunity to develop their
choreographic and creative skills
and learn about Wim Vandekeybus’
choreographic process.

The amazing debut of Wim
Vandekeybus and Ultima Vez in 1987
stunned the world of dance.
Vandekeybus and composers
Thierry de Mey and Peter
Vermeersch received the
prestigious Bessie Award in New
York for this ‘brutal confrontation of
dance and music: the dangerous,
combative landscape of What the
Body Does Not Remember’. 28 years
later and with a new cast, the show
still stands as one of the most
exciting pieces of dance ever
made.

Hosted by Origin in partnership
with Dance Touring Partnership
and Dance4, as part of Origin’s
ongoing commitment to support
dance professionals in the region.

Vandekeybus’ first piece of
choreography balances on the
razor edge of attraction and
repulsion. Dancers are driven to act
and react at high speed and with
split second timing to each other,
and the music. Moments of humour
thread through explosions of
aggression, fear and danger in this
adrenaline-fuelled distinctly physical
performance.

FRI 6 MARCH 10am-1pm
COLLEGE STREET CENTRE
FEE: £20 (subsidised festival rate)
Suitable for advanced/professional
18+

“Tough, brutal, playful, ironic and
terrific. Adjectives seem unduly
passive in describing What the
Body Does Not Remember, an
extraordinarily innovative dance
piece...”
The New York Times,
November 22nd, 1987
Presented by
Dance Touring Partnership

Photo: Amaara Raheem

FLORENCE PEAKE (UK)
LAY ME DOWN
Lay down, rest on me, slow, use my
horizontal surface, pour your body
into this sure, hard plane. Beneath
your feet, let your face and body
sink.
A public intervention, a simple
action. Performers use portable
mirrored slats as resting places in
shopping centres, a train station
concourse and green spaces across
the city to intervene and interrupt
the vertical and the conventions of
public space.
Site specific in various locations
across Nottingham city centre,
join the festival mailing list at
www.dance4.co.uk for updates.
SAT 7 & SUN 8 MARCH 11am-3pm
VARIOUS OUTDOOR SITES,
NOTTINGHAM CITY CENTRE
FREE
DURATIONAL
Suitable for all

FRI 6 MARCH 8pm
plus post-show discussion
SAT 7 MARCH 8pm
NOTTINGHAM PLAYHOUSE
TICKETS: £9.50 - £19.50
DURATION: 1hr 20mins (no interval)
Suitable for 14+

Photo: Danny Willems; What the Body Does Not Remember by Ultima Vez
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GABRIELE REUTER &
MATTEF KUHLMEY (UK/GERMANY)
THE AMPLITUDE

GABRIELE REUTER (UK/GERMANY)
THE AMPLITUDE LECTURE
PERFORMANCE

Movement and sound collide in
space. The empty room reveals
an abundance of invisible
material - a constantly shifting sea
of particles vibrating on an unheard
frequency. Movement that is heard,
felt and sensed in the body. Sound
constantly shaping and reshaping
the room. By tuning into the
simple idea of the acoustic wave,
The Amplitude reveals the
complexity of the relationship
between sound and movement
and remixes their channels of
perception.

Part sound technology lecture, part
dance performance, this is a lecture
about sound and space.
Scientific knowledge, practical
demonstrations, individual and
collective experiments and expert
interviews will help to understand
how acoustic waves work, how
they shape and reshape the empty
space around us.

This work-in-progress
is a collaboration between
choreographer Gabriele Reuter
and sound artist Mattef Kuhlmey.
Aiming to access and alter the
sensory experience of dance
through sound and to create
resonance with its audience. It will
be developed in three formats:
dance performance, lecture and
music concert.
SAT 7 MARCH 6pm
plus post-show discussion
NEVILLE STUDIO,
NOTTINGHAM PLAYHOUSE
TICKETS: £8 - £10
DURATION: 1hr
Suitable for all
Performance may include
low sound frequencies
and strobe lighting.

THURS 12 MARCH 6pm
BACKLIT
FREE - Booking required
limited availability
Duration: 1hr
Suitable for all

Photo: David Severn

JANE MASON (UK)
A DANCE AT HOME
BY THE COMMISSION COLLECTIVE
The current Dance4 Commission
Collective is ten private owners of
this choreographic dance
performance event. A Dance at
Home has been developed through
their collective effort, commitment
and pool of resources to support the
creation of an extraordinary new
work.
The domestic theme being explored
is a place where the personal, the
intimate and the risks we all face in
our lives, sit close to the everyday
and the functional. With our lives so
entwined in our homes, we live out
the best and perhaps the worst of
ourselves here, and this straddling of
public and private is present in the
self-hosted performances in the
homes and on the streets of the
Collective Commissioners. This is the
first iteration of a new series of work
with the public as commissioners.

Photo: Maria Falconer

SCOTTISH DANCE THEATRE (UK)
INNOCENCE BY FLEUR DARKIN
Innocence is a charming and
magical piece of dance theatre
especially for little ones and their
families. A unique playroom
performance where the audience
explores William Blake’s Songs
of Innocence through an
interactive journey of theatre,
story and wonderful live music.
A beautiful, captivating and
innovative dance experience.
An East Midlands Children’s Theatre
and Dance Network promotion
presented in partnership with
Dance4 for Nottdance Festival 2015.
SUN 8 MARCH 1pm & 3.30pm
NOTTINGHAM LAKESIDE ARTS
TICKETS: £7.50
DURATION: 55mins
Suitable for toddlers to 5 years
and their grown-ups!

A private event by invitation only.
The supporting exhibition A Dance
at Home is open to the public at the
Malt Cross, see page 06 for details.

Photo: Sophie Jahnke; The Amplitude by Gabriele Reuter
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Photo: Sean Goldthorpe

MARIE FITZPATRICK (UK)
THREE ONES
three ones delves into ideas of
space, time and memory spanning
the physical and the imagined. As
an interdependent unit of three, the
dancers engage in synthesis of tasks
and instructions where the body is
constantly reconfiguring and
reorganising, somewhat like a
Rubik’s Cube. Using a structured
score for improvisation, the
dancers attend to the space
between movement that drives
them through duration, memory,
multiplicity and each other.
Marie returns to Nottdance Festival
following her performance in 2003
with the festival commission Mere
Skin and Bone. Marie was also a
Dance4 Associate Artist in 2000.
three ones comes from ongoing
research exploring alternative
ways of perceiving the relationship
between body, space and
environment and draws from the
worlds of visual arts, architecture
and philosophy.
WED 11 MARCH 6pm
plus post-show discussion
THEATRE ROYAL CONCERT HALL
TICKETS: £5
DURATION: 30mins
Suitable for all

Photo: Judita Kuniskyle

SALLY DOUGHTY &
MARIE FITZPATRICK (UK)
DUAL IDENTITY
The dual identity of the hybrid
dance artist-academic: synergies,
tensions and opportunities.
Sally and Marie examine the identity
of the dance artist working within
academia, who seeks to maintain
creative practice in both Higher
Education and the professional
arts sector. The boundaries for
artists working in these contexts
have blurred over the last
decade and this conversation
between academic colleagues,
the dance sector and beyond
focuses on the potential synergies,
tensions and opportunities that
may exist for the practicing dance
artist-academic attempting to work
across both contexts.
The online conversation is an
opportunity to watch this fascinating
debate. It forms one of three
national events that will enable Sally
and Marie to further construct a
context for their research: Mapping
the landscape: the identity of dance
artist-academics working across
academia and the professional
arts sector.
FRI 13 MARCH 3pm
WATCH ON
youtube.com/dance4presents
FREE
(see www.dance4.co.uk
prior to event for details)
DURATION: 30mins
Suitable for all
The conversation will remain online
at www.dance4.co.uk
Visit www.dance4.co.uk for details
of more discussions and online
conversations talking place
throughout the festival.

JACK WEBB (UK) /
LUCY SUGGATE (UK)
DOUBLE BILL
INSIDE OPULENCE / PILGRIM
A double bill featuring works from
internationally renowned dance
artists Jack Webb and Lucy Suggate.

JACK WEBB (UK)
INSIDE OPULENCE
Welcome to the show. Welcome
to the inside of a particular
opulence. Witness the unravelling of
the performer and the descent from
glory in to a hopeless and primal
existence in which bodies transform,
mystery is created in a place where
no one can be trusted.

LUCY SUGGATE (UK)
PILGRIM
Pilgrim is a physical journey through
the mystical sound scores
created by electronic musician
James Holden. It is a reminder of
the ancient and enduring kinship
between dance and music and the
deeply transformative qualities of
both. The work is haunted by
remnants of English folk heritage
and pagan sensibilities shifting
between hypnotic and euphoric
states.

Photo: David Severn

ELLA HURMAN (UK)
THE DINNER PARTY
Richard and I are writing to invite
you to dinner at World Service. I’m
sure you’re surprised to hear that
Richard and I are still together but
better the devil you know and he’s
not killed me…yet. As always my
darling, please come dressed for
the occasion and with a healthy
appetite. I will be making a song
and a dance of things, there will
be wine spillages aplenty, but I do
hope you can join me...so I’m not
stuck with him. As always for one of
our shin-digs, leave your prudence
at the door, let your coat fall to the
floor and join me (us).
Yours, as ever,
Liz & unfortunately Richard
MON 9 MARCH 8pm
TUES 10 MARCH 8pm
WORLD SERVICE RESTAURANT
TICKETS: £100 includes three course
dinner and wine. Places are limited.
DURATION: 2hrs
Suitable for 18+

Lucy’s physical vocabulary is
irreverent and eclectic; she guides
us through minimal sophistication
towards acid house and arduous
endurance, resulting in a variety
of perceptual and physical shifts.
Coaxed along by Holden’s
beguiling and epic rhythms she is
constantly questioning and
reminding us of why we dance?
WEDS 11 MARCH 8pm
NOTTINGHAM CONTEMPORARY
TICKETS: £10 - £12
DURATION: 2hrs (interval in
Contemporary bar with DJ set)
Suitable for 14+
Photo: The Bodyfarm; Pilgrim, Lucy Suggate
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ROBERT CLARK (UK)
AND THE PLACE PRESENT
THE HAPPINESS TREATMENTS
The Happiness Treatments are
a set of 20-30 minute, one-to-one,
interactive performances looking
at happiness and its complex role
in contemporary society. Each
treatment has been developed
around recognisable features that
exist as potential routes towards
happiness in our culture.
Photo: Svetla Atanasova

WENDY HOUSTOUN (UK)
STUPID WOMEN

KATIE WARD (CANADA)
INFINITY DOUGHNUT

Live directed improvisation.
Combining idiocy with skill, anarchy
with meaning and costumes with
music, five guests of high calibre
and low income attempt the
impossible and quite probably fail.
Initially performed last year at
Juncture Festival in Leeds as a
tribute to the late, great Nigel
Charnock whose piece Stupid Men
irritated and annoyed most
people who saw it. Stupid Women
may achieve something similar
but hopes to fail.

Infinity Doughnut is an imaginative
exploration of inanimate and of
human phenomena. Here we
navigate shapes, spaces and
complex connections through
simple-minded, volatile and robust
dancing. In a speculative and naïve
survey of our surroundings, bodies
are squeezed and compressed,
they laugh, vibrate and drift.
A movement machine shows
the mind’s fluctuations. This
performance event invites
performers and audience to
interact.

Wendy’s return to Nottdance brings
a new idea of a performance
developing in front of your eyes
exposing the impossibility of
repetition and the madness of
creation.

THURS 12 MARCH 8pm
& POST-SHOW DISCUSSION
NOTTINGHAM CONTEMPORARY
TICKETS: £8 - £10
DURATION: Between 55-70mins
Suitable for all

FRI 13 MARCH 8pm
NOTTINGHAM LAKESIDE ARTS
TICKETS: £12 (£9 concessions
£6 restricted view)
DURATION: 2hrs including interval
Suitable for 14+

KATIE WARD (CANADA)
INFINITY DOUGHNUT
PERFORMANCE INSTALLATION

On arrival you will be greeted much
as you would at a spa or treatment
room, offered something to drink
and then invited to your own
personal experience chosen for you
based on a playful questionnaire
given at the point of booking.
Robert Clark makes humorous and
emotionally charged, intricate
and detailed dance shows. The
Happiness Treatments are part of
Robert’s larger project around the
subject of happiness.
SAT 14 MARCH 10am - 7pm
SUN 15 MARCH 11am – 5pm
SURFACE GALLERY
TICKETS: £6
Suitable for 18+
To book email:
emma@dance4.co.uk

Exploring the work deeper,
this performance installation invites
the performers and audience to
interact. Here, Infinity Doughnut is
an experience of duration.
Audiences may come
and go during this event.
FRI 13 MARCH 2-5pm
NOTTINGHAM CONTEMPORARY
TICKETS: £8 - £10
DURATIONAL: Over 3hrs
Suitable for all

Photo: Ludovic des Cognets; The Happiness Treatments by Robert Clark
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COLETTE SADLER (UK)
NOTEBOOK SERIES
In this work the notion of theatre
is reduced in a minimal setting of
table, chair, laptop and body. This
setting aims to create a certain
intimacy with the viewer whilst
allowing interplay between real and
virtual presences (media).
Notebook Series is collaboration
between a choreographer and
a set-designer. The idea of the
notebook as a holding structure
for a collection of images, text
fragments and choreographic
studies allows an understanding of
this performance as non-linear,
multiple, diverse and potentially
without end.
Moving between the real and the
fictional in a clinical deconstruction
and disassociation of the human
body and its senses, the
performance ask questions
about belief and the perception
of norms.
SAT 14 MARCH 6pm
OLD CHEMISTRY THEATRE,
NOTTINGHAM TRENT UNIVERSITY
TICKETS: £8 - £10
DURATION: 1hr
Suitable for 14+

Photo: Anja Beutler

NICOLE BEUTLER
(GERMANY/NETHERLANDS)
1: SONGS
Theatre maker and performer Sanja
Mitrovic surrenders her voice to the
intense words of tragic female
figures from the history of theatre.
1: Songs is a solo performance
presented as a concert, a
Liederkreis, an existential exercise
for a singing body. The suffering of
the fictional heroines (and
anti-heroines) repeatedly enters
her very being as she sings, shouts
and speaks – she is fragile, raw,
calculating and emotional. But
who is speaking here? And do the
dramatic references from the past
resonate in the here and now?
SAT 14 MARCH 8pm
plus post-show discussion
NEVILLE STUDIO,
NOTTINGHAM PLAYHOUSE
TICKETS: £8 - £10
DURATION: 50-60mins
Suitable for 12+

Photo: Anthony Hopwood

SIONED HUWS (UK)
AOMORI PROJECT: REPETITION
Aomori is a prefecture (area) of
Japan in the region of Tsugaru, at
the Northern most tip of Honshu
Island, with snow covered winters.
The repetitive silent snowfall has no
compassion; in these extreme
situations the body adapts to the
environment to be able to endure
these arctic conditions.
Dancer, Reina Kimura (Japan) first
came to Europe for Aomori Project
2008; in this continuing
collaborative process with
choreographer Sioned Huws, they
push and test the capacity of a
dancers’ movement memory, where
choreography is balanced on a
fine line, that is the fine line of order,
which can easily tip into chaos.
A duet presented as part of Aomori
Project an ongoing performance
and research project since 2008,
with dancers, musicians and singers
from Japan and Europe.
SAT 14 MARCH & SUN 15 MARCH
11am-3pm
VARIOUS OUTDOOR SITES,
NOTTINGHAM CITY CENTRE
FREE
DURATION: 40mins
Suitable for 14+

Photo: Philine Rinnert; Notebook Series by Colette Sadler
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NEIL CALLAGHAN
& SIMONE KENYON (UK)
SOMEONE SOMETHING SOMEONE

Photo: Jerome Abramovitch

GEORGE STAMOS (CANADA)
REEL.
reel. is a twirling meditation;
oscillating between ritual,
performance and play. In a
suspended state of spinning for
periods of up to 60 minutes at
a time, Canadian dancer and
choreographer, George Stamos
intersects his experience of
euphoria while dancing in
nightclubs, with beliefs around
euphoric communion with the
universe through ritual.
Performed in public away from the
traditional performance spaces, the
audience is free to come and go as
they please. reel. reconfigures
conventional meetings between
spectator and spectacle in
contemporary dance, evoking the
potential for ordinary magic in daily
life. reel. does not prescribe to the
audience a predetermined
experience or proximity; it is a
reframing of public space and an
invitation to witness and take part
in an eccentric, kitsch, and rigorous
contemporary meditation driven by
an instinct to spin.
SAT 14 MARCH & SUN 15 MARCH
11am-3pm
VARIOUS OUTDOOR SITES,
NOTTINGHAM CITY CENTRE
FREE
DURATIONAL
Suitable for all

Photo: Liam Keown

CHRIS DUGRENIER
KATHERINE HALL & SIAN ROSIER
EVANGELIA KOLYRA
TRI-OUT: TRIPLE BILL (FRANCE/UK)
Showcasing three pieces of
emerging work, Tri-Out places the
artists and audience in a creative
conversation. The new work shown
will offer a chance for artists to test
material in front of an audience,
and receive feedback to help
shape its development.
Inspired by stories of men lost at sea,
Parallels by Chris Dugrenier is
imagined as an immersive
durational performance
installation. This project explores
themes of migration, maritime
communication and parallel lines.
Katherine and Sian work, rest,
dance, eat and leave in Volver. They
fill and empty the space, unraveling
a series of ordered outcries,
navigating through an idealistic
maze of hopes, not-seeing and
unaccompanied songs to
question what it is to be well.
Evangelia’s Behaviour of Breath
aims to offer audiences a
kinaesthetically rich experience of
the unexpected, humorous, and
sometimes dark or sinister sides to
the psychology of human
experience, presented within highly
detailed and physically demanding
choreography.

The world is in a constant state of
flux. Two bodies engage in a
delicate physical activity, striving to
become something other than a
body: material, force, a single
organism. Colliding, pushing,
pressing, mingling, uniting.
A sculptural and minimal
performance that seeks to entice
the audience into the details of
micro-movement.
Neil and Simone have been a
partnership for the last seven years.
They make works that move
between dance, theatre and visual
art. Their practice takes place in
traditional theatre settings as well as
sites and journeys through
landscapes. Their practice takes
many forms but at its heart is a deep
interest in the physical body and the
physical experience of the
audience.
SUN 15 MARCH, 12-4pm
PERFORMANCE TIMES:
12pm, 1pm, 2.30pm, 3.30pm
BACKLIT
TICKETS: Pay What You Think
Booking Required
DURATION: 30mins
Suitable for all

Photo: Hetain Patel

HETAIN PATEL (UK)
AMERICAN BOY
How much do movies influence us?
Delving into American movie and
homegrown TV culture, visual artist
and performer Hetain Patel takes
once again to the stage in his highly
anticipated first solo. With a personal
and humorous take on identity
shape-shifting, he shakes up our
conception of who we are.
Through a playful synthesis of vocal
and physical imitations, he conjures
up film characters from his
playground days: see Agent Smith
from the Matrix get physical with
Spider-Man whilst Eddie Murphy
argues with Michael Caine.
American Boy follows Hetain’s
international success with the TED
Talk version of his stage work
Be Like Water, recently reaching
over 2 million views.
SUN 15 MARCH 6pm
plus post-show discussion
NOTTINGHAM LAKESIDE ARTS
TICKETS: £12
(£9 concessions £6 restricted view)
DURATION: 55mins
Suitable for 14+

BOOK YOUR TICKETS at
www.dance4.co.uk or call
the festival box office at
Nottingham Playhouse
on 0115 9419419. You can also
download the free Dance4 app
from your smartphone
(Apps Store or Google Play)
to book tickets, get the latest news
and access to
interviews, trailers
and more.

SUN 15 MARCH 11am-2pm
plus post-show discussion
COLLEGE STREET CENTRE
Chris Dugrenier, Parallels:
11am-12.30 pm
Katherine Hall & Sian Rosier,
Volver: 1pm-1.30pm
Evangelia Kolyra,
Behaviour of Breath: 1.30pm-2.00pm
TICKETS:
Pay What You Think – Booking
Required
Suitable for all

Photo: Maria Sideri; Someone, Something, Someone by Neil Callaghan and Simone Kenyon
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THANK YOU
Dance4 would like to sincerely
thank the following sponsors,
who have made Nottdance 2015
possible with their generosity,
support and incredible expertise.

You Make Us Dance.
Text ‘NOTT15 £5’
(or whatever you can
give) to support
Dance4 and make a
difference today.
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David Severn & Jane Mason A Dance at Home
Festival hub and information point
Rosemary Butcher Memory in the Present Tense

Malt Cross
Malt Cross
Bohunk Institute

p.06
p.06
p.10

Verity Standen Mmm Hmmm

Nottingham Lakeside Arts

p.12

Ultima Vez Professional workshop
Rosemary Butcher Secrets of the Open Sea / Test Pieces
Ultima Vez What the Body Does Not Remember

College Street Centre
Nottingham Contemporary
Nottingham Playhouse

p.12
p.11
p.13

Florence Peake Lay Me Down
Rosemary Butcher Secrets of the Open Sea / Test Pieces
Rosemary Butcher In Conversation
Gabriele Reuter & Mattef Kuhlmey The Amplitude
Ultima Vez What the Body Does Not Remember

City centre, various sites
Nottingham Contemporary
Bohunk Institute
Neville Studio, Nottingham Playhouse
Nottingham Playhouse

p.13
p.10
p.10
p.14
p.13

Florence Peake Lay Me Down
Scottish Dance Theatre Fleur Darkin’s Innocence

City centre, various sites
Nottingham Lakeside Arts

p.13
p.15

Ella Hurman The Dinner Party

World Service Restaurant

p.17

Ella Hurman The Dinner Party

World Service Restaurant

p.17

Marie Fitzpatrick Three Ones
Jack Webb Inside Opulence (double bill)
Lucy Suggate Pilgrim (double bill)

Theatre Royal Concert Hall
Nottingham Contemporary
Nottingham Contemporary

p.16
p.17
p.17

Gabriele Reuter The Amplitude: Lecture performance
Katie Ward Infinity Doughnut

Backlit Gallery
Nottingham Contemporary

p.14
p.19

Katie Ward Infinity Doughnut performance installation
Sally Doughty & Marie Fitzpatrick A Conversation Place
Wendy Houstoun Stupid Women

Nottingham Contemporary
Online
Nottingham Lakeside Arts

p.19
p.16
p.18

Robert Clark The Happiness Treatments
Sioned Huws Aomori Project: Repetition
George Stamos reel.
Rosemary Butcher In Conversation
Colette Sadler Notebook Series

Surface Gallery
City centre, various sites
City centre, various sites
Bohunk Institute
Old Chemistry Theatre
Nottingham Trent University
Neville Studio, Nottingham Playhouse
Malt Cross

p.19
p.21
p.22
p.10

City centre, various sites
Surface Gallery
City centre, various sites

p.21
p.19
p.22

College Street Centre

p.22

Backlit Gallery
Nottingham Lakeside Arts

p.22
p.23

THURS 5 MARCH
9pm
FRI 6 MARCH
10am-1pm
5pm
8pm

NOTES

11am-11pm
11am-11pm
Various times

DIARY

WEEK 1

THURS 5 – SUN 15 MARCH

SAT 7 MARCH
11am-3pm
12.30pm
4pm
6pm
8pm
SUN 8 MARCH
11am-3pm
1pm & 3.30pm

WEEK 2

MON 9 MARCH
8pm
TUES 10 MARCH
8pm
WEDS 11 MARCH
6pm
8pm
8pm
THURS 12 MARCH
6pm
8pm
FRI 13 MARCH
2-5pm
3pm
8pm
SAT 14 MARCH
10am-7pm
11am-3pm
11am-3pm
4pm
6pm
8pm
9pm

Nicole Beutler 1: Songs
Nott The Closing Party

p.20
p.20
p.06

SUN 15 MARCH
11am-3pm
11am-5pm
11-3pm
11-2pm
From 12noon
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6pm

Sioned Huws Aomori Project: Repetition
Robert Clark The Happiness Treatments
George Stamos reel.
Chris Dugrenier, Katherine Hall & Sian Rosier,
Evangelia Kolyra Tri-out Triple Bill
Neil Callaghan & Simone Kenyon
Someone Something Someone
Hetain Patel American Boy

For the latest
deals and special
offers on tickets,
accommodation,
food and more,
go to the website
www.dance4.co.uk
or download
the Dance4 app

CANDOCO DANCE COMPANY
(UK) / JEROME BEL (FRANCE)
THE SHOW MUST GO ON
The Show Must Go On is one of the
iconic works in the illustrious career
of French choreographer Jérôme
Bel. Examining the relationship
between art and life, challenging
expectations and controlled by a
DJ, the performers follow lyrics of
the songs, ranging from musicals to
well-loved pop songs.
Candoco Dance Company, the
renowned contemporary dance
company of disabled and
non-disabled performers, brings
together a cast of twenty
performers, nineteen pop songs
and one DJ.
FRI 17 & SAT 18 APRIL 8pm
NOTTINGHAM PLAYHOUSE
NOTTDANCE TICKET DEAL
TICKETS: £13 (£11 CONCESSIONS)
Buy any Nottdance Festival ticket
to take part, call the festival box
office 0115 941 9419 and quote
‘Nottdance Offer’

For the latest
deals and special
offers on tickets,
accommodation,
food and more,
go to the website
www.dance4.co.uk
or download
the Dance4 app

Photo: Riccardo Musacchio & Flavio Ianniello; The Show Must Go On by Candoco

